Antichrist Defeats Obama in Super Bowl 50
Well, Super Bowl 50 is history and once again, Almighty God has used
an American sporting event to predict the downfall of America and its
President, Barack Obama. Maybe in the past, you remember, for
example, when Serena Williams won her gold medal, as she was
standing on the podium wearing one black sneaker and one white
sneaker, the American flag fell exactly when the words of the National
Anthem read ‘our flag was still there’; and Serena Williams, who is a
very popular and successful African-American athlete, was a stand-in
for Barack Obama. That's why she wore one black sneaker and one
white sneaker: she represented Barack Obama, who in Bible
Prophecy, is the Leopard (Daniel 7:6).
And since this was Super Bowl number 50; that represents the 50
United States and if you read Jeremiah chapter 50, it is all about the
fall of America. And Jeremiah 50, verse 44, is about Barack Obama.
It's interesting in this Super Bowl that Cam Newton, another prominent
African-American athlete, who was the most valuable player in the NFL
this year, wore the number one. That number symbolizes Obama
because Obama is our number one leader, the Commander-in-Chief.
It's interesting that Peyton Manning, who defeated Cam Newton, wore
the number 18 and, as one of my subscribers pointed out to me, that
represents the Antichrist; in other words, the Antichrist (18) will defeat
President Obama (1); and I have been doing videos all along showing
that reality in Bible Prophecy.
In fact, I just did a video about Natan, the Jewish teen who received an
End Times vision, that in Daniel, chapter number 4, the verses are
arranged in a 4-4-4 sequence followed by a 6-6-6 sequence followed
by a 5-5-5 sequence. In other words, Obama will be defeated by the
Antichrist who in turn will be defeated by Mary's Rosary. It's interesting
that the Panthers represent the Leopard, which symbolizes Obama in
Bible Prophecy and also the United States. In fact, in France leopards
are referred to as panthers. And the Broncos represented the Four
Horsemen of the Apocalypse. And what was the final score? 24-10:
2+4=6, 1+0=1, another defeat of 1, Obama, by the number 6, the
Antichrist. None of this is accidental. Almighty God is reminding us
about Bible Prophecy. He is reminding us that Obama and the United
States will soon be defeated.
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